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Product Description

Clock Set Up

Thank you for choosing our remote control.
KT-E08 is a new product with several patent technologies and it was develop
by our engineering department.
This thermostat can be use in heat during winter and cool during summer
months. KT-E08 is a universal air conditioning remote control with 6000 codes
suitable for old and new air conditioning models.
This remote control has several features: Clock, Timer On and Off, Room
Temperature Display and Other.
We always offer quality product at the right prices...

1.- Press the “CLOCK” button, it is blinking.
2.- Press the time “+” or “-”, setting to the current time.
3.- Press the “CLOCK” button again, stop blinking, the time setting is complete.
(If you did not press the “time”button, it can be setting automatically after 5
seconds)

Settings
Put 2 AAA (UM-3, R03) batteries as per polar indicated on battery cabin.
Choose one of the setting methods as below.
Code Input
1.- Find out the codes from code table, there are many groups codes of each
like this until the codes can operate your equipment. Ex: AUCMA, you can
choose 0288, if it does not work, please try the 0289.

3.- Aim to the air conditioner, press “one key”, check whether it is work or not,
if it works, setting succeed, if not, try another group until it. Works.
Automatic Search
If you do not know the brand of your air conditioner, or if your brand is not
listed in the code table, please operate as per following steps:
1.- Put the remote control aim at your air conditioner, press the “SELECT”key
for 5 seconds and then release, remote control is entering the automatic
While the air conditioner receives the signal, and send one buzzer, press any
2.- Put remote aim to the air conditioner again, press “one key”, if it works,
setting succeeds, if it does not work; repeat these steps until it can use for
your equipment.

Using of One-Key
Whether in summer or winter, when you need to use the air conditioner, just
put the remote aim at your air conditioner and press the “One-Key”. Remote
can judge it is summer or winter according to the current temperature.
In summer, the temperature will be set in 26ºC. In winter, the temperature will
be set in 20ºC. If you feel not comfortable of the temperature, you could use
temp “+”or “-” adjust the temperature. Of course, the remote also has the
functions of other remotes; you could use it as the original.

Timer On and Off
No matter whether the air conditioner on or off you could set the timer on and off at
the same time.
1.- Press the “TMR on” button, the LCD displays the clock signal and time blinking.
time of turn on after 5 seconds.
2.-Press the “TMR off” button, the LCD displays the clock signal and time blinking.
time of turn off after 5 seconds.
Note:
1.- The frame can be set between 00-24 hours;
2.- Press the “timer on” or “timer off” two times continuously, cancels the timing.
3.- After timing setting, the launch direction of remote control must be aim at the
receive direction of your air conditioner in the effective distance, otherwise the timing
setting ineffectively.
Temperature display
Press “temp” to display the room temperature, and it will return to setting
temperature after 5 seconds, so you could use it as a thermometer, offer
convenience for controlling the temperature anytime.

Attention
1.- If is not used for a long time, remove the battery to avoid leakage liquid of battery
to damage the machine. When the LCD looks dim, please change batteries. (New
and old batteries can not be used together) After the batteries are replaced every
time, it is not necessary to set model code again.
2.- As usual the LCD only display the time when pressing model codes “Enter” key,
you can find the code and it is showed on LCD. After 5 seconds it returns time.
3.- Check carefully that there is no object between remote control and air conditioner
when the time on/off does not work. Because the operation is effective only when the
air conditioner receives the timer on/off signal from remote controller.
4.- The manufacturer keeps the right to change the parameter and function of
product.

Technical Parameters
Controllable distance: Large than 8 meters (According to the machine)
Battery model: Battery AAA(UM-4, R03)X2
Dimension: L133mm x W45mm x D23mm
Weight: Approx 52g (excluding the batteries)
Technical Parameters
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